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1 Introduction
1.1 Purpose
This document describes the architecture of the MAXDOAS central processing system that is
implemented in the frame of the Phase 1 and CCN02 of the FRM4DOAS project (“Fiducial Reference
Measurements for Ground-Based DOAS Air-Quality Observations”/ESA contract 4000118181/16/IEF). Further information on the different codes can be found in the html documentation pages provided
together with the processing system software package.

1.2 Scope
The purpose of the Phase 1 (June 2016-November 2018) of the FRM4DOAS project was to develop and
demonstrate a central system providing harmonised ground-based reference data from a network of
MAXDOAS instruments within a latency period of 24h. The motivation of FRM4DOAS is to provide a
service that will help scientific research organisations having limited resources for operational processing
of their data to deliver measurements according to standards required for the NRT validation of satellite
data products to be generated as part of the Copernicus Sentinel programme. Based on the prototype
version of the central processing system developed during Phase I, the main objective of the CCN02
(August 2019-May 2020) is to create the framework and to develop the operational code needed for a
kick-off of a NDACC MAX-DOAS service involving a limited number (~5-10) of NDACC-certified
instruments. An upscaling of this service (more stations and products) is expected as part of the
Copernicus follow-up operational project.

1.3 Definitions, acronyms and abbreviations
AFGL
AMF
AVDC
BIRA-IASB
CCN02
CF
CODA
DSCD
DOFS
ESA
FRM
FTP
GEOMON
GEOMS
GUI
HDF
HPC
LM
LUT
KMI-IRM
MADCAT
MAXDOAS

Air Force Geophysics Laboratory
Air Mass Factor
AURA Validation Data Center
Royal Belgian Institute for Space Aeronomy
Contract Change Notice 02
Climate and Forecast
Common Data Access Toolbox
Differential Slant Column Density
Degree Of Freedom for Signal
European Space Agency
Fiducial Reference Measurement
File Transfer Protocole
Global Earth Observation and MONitoring
Global Earth Observation Metadata Standard
Graphical User Interface
Hierarchical Data Format
High Performance Computer
Levenberg-Marquardt
Look-up Table
Royal Belgian Meteorological Institute
Multi Axis Doas - Comparison campaign for Aerosols and Trace gases
Multi-Axis Differential Optical Absorption Spectroscopy
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MC
NDACC
netCDF
NORS
NRT
OEM
PBS
PhP
PI
QA/QC
QA4ECV
RMS
S/W
SAOZ
SCD
SQL
SRD
S&T
UV-Vis
VCD
WF
XML

Monte Carlo
Network for the Detection of Atmospheric Composition Change
Network Common Data Form
Demonstration Network Of ground-based Remote Sensing observations in support of
the Copernicus Atmospheric Service
Near Real Time
Optimal Estimation Method
Portable Batch System
Hypertext Preprocessor, programming language for dynamic web pages
Principal investigator
Quality Assurance/Quality Control
Quality Assurance for Essential Climate Variables
Root Mean Square
Software
Système d’Analyse par Observations Zénithales
Slant Column Density
Structured Query Language
Software Requirement Document
Science and Technology company
Ultraviolet-visible
Vertical Column Density
Weighting function
Extensible Markup Language

1.4 References
1.4.1 Applicable documents
[AD-1] ESA/ESRIN Statement of Work, ref. Fiducial Reference Measurements for Ground-Based
DOAS Air-Quality Observations, ENVI-SPPA-EOPG-SW-14-0003, July 2015
[AD-2] FRM4DOAS Technical proposal
[AD-3] MAXDOAS Instruments Review Document (deliverable D3)
[AD-4] MAXDOAS Algorithm Round-Robin Definition and Results Document (deliverable D5)
[AD-5] MAXDOAS Network Processing System Technical Requirements Document (deliverable D7)
[AD-6] MAXDOAS ATBD Document (deliverable D6)
1.4.2 Reference documents
Beirle, S., S. Dörner, S. Donner, J. Remmers, Y. Wang, and T. Wagner, The Mainz profile algorithm
(MAPA), Atmos. Meas. Tech., 12, 1785–1806, 2019, https://doi.org/10.5194/amt-12-1785-2019.
Deutschmann, T., S. Beirle, U. Frieß, M. Grzegorski, C. Kern, L. Kritten, U. Platt, J. Pukite, T. Wagner, B.
Werner, and K. Pfeilsticker, The Monte Carlo Atmospheric Radiative Transfer Model McArtim:
Introduction and Validation of Jacobians and 3D Features, J. Quant. Spectr. Rad. Transf.,
doi:10.1016/j.jqsrt.2010.12.009, 2011.
Friedrich, M. M., C. Rivera, W. Stremme, Z. Ojeda, J. Arellano, A. Bezanilla, J. A. García-Reynoso, and M.
Grutter, NO2 vertical profiles and column densities from MAX-DOAS measurements in Mexico City,
Atmos. Meas. Tech., 12, 2545–2565, https://doi.org/10.5194/amt-12-2545-2019, 2019.
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Frieß, U., S. Beirle, L. Alvarado Bonilla, T. Bösch, M. M. Friedrich, F. Hendrick, A. Piters, A. Richter, M.
van Roozendael, V. V. Rozanov, E. Spinei, J.-L. Tirpitz, T. Vlemmix, T. Wagner, and Y. Wang,
Intercomparison of MAX-DOAS vertical profile retrieval algorithms: studies using synthetic data, Atmos.
Meas. Tech., 12, 2155–2181, https://doi.org/10.5194/amt-12-2155-2019, 2019.
Gil, M., M. Yela, L. N. Gunn, A. Richter, I. Alonso, M. P. Chipperfield, E. Cuevas, J. Iglesias, M. Navarro,
O. Puentedura, and S. Rodríguez, NO2 climatology in the northern subtropical region: diurnal, seasonal
and interannual variability, Atmos. Chem. Phys., 8, 1635-1648, https://doi.org/10.5194/acp-8-1635-2008,
2008.
Mayer, B., and A. Kylling, Technical note: The libRadtran software package for radiative transfer
calculations - description and examples of use, Atmos. Chem. Phys., 5, 1855-1877, 2005.
Spurr, R., VLIDORT: A linearized pseudo-spherical vector discrete ordinate radiative transfer code for
forward model and retrieval studies in multilayer multiple scattering media, Journal of Quantitative
Spectroscopy & Radiative Transfer, pp. 316-342, 2006.
1.4.3 Digital reference documents
[DR-1] GEOMS UV/Vis Differential Optical Absorption Spectroscopy (DOAS) template description
https://avdc.gsfc.nasa.gov/index.php?site=1876901039
[DR-2] PANDONIA Fiducial Reference Measurements for Atmospheric Composition
http://www.pandonia.net/
[DR-3] NDACC recommendations for total O3 and stratospheric NO2 retrieval
http://ndacc-uvvis-wg.aeronomie.be/tools.php
[DR-4] NORS project
http://nors.aeronomie.be/projectdir/PDF/NORS_D4.1_DFD.pdf
[DR-5] GEOMS HDF format description on AURA Validation Data Center website
http://avdc.gsfc.nasa.gov/index.php?site=1876901039
[DR-6] Level-1 netCDF spectra file format description
http://frm4doas.aeronomie.be/ProjectDir/L1_format_20191104_v3.13.pdf
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2 Architecture overview
2.1 The MAXDOAS processing chain
Level-1 calibrated radiances are uploaded by instrument data submitters on a FTP server at BIRA-IASB
that is pooled every 15 minutes. They are catalogued in a specific data base after a QA/QC test. The core
of the processing chain consists in slant columns retrieval with QDOAS S/W and stratospheric and/or
tropospheric profiling algorithms. The final Level-2 products are delivered in an internal CF-compliant
netCDF format (the so-called Level-2 master files) and in the form of GEOMS HDF format (see [DR-5])
and then catalogued in a dedicated data base. They are made accessible to registered users through a
password-protected web page on the FRM4DOAS website.

Figure 1 : The MAXDOAS processing chain

Each important module (validation of the L1 format, QDOAS, profiling tools) is followed by QA/QC
controls (in green in Figure 1) that check and filter the data.
An independent log analyzer is implemented to pool and analyze the collection of log files generated by
the retrieval modules. It is able on one hand, to detect anomalies in the processing chain and deliver alerts
to the appropriate recipient(s); and on the other hand to generate various reports (status on processed
files, statistics). Data submitters receive on a daily basis an e-mail summarizing the processing status
(successful or not) of their submitted files.

2.2 The main components
2.2.1 Level-1 data base
Level-1 data consist in one day of dark-current and offset corrected radiance spectra in the predefined
netCDF format (see Annex 4.2). The Level-1 data base contains the names of the files that passed the
first QA/QC check. A first id number (‘L1_inoming process id’) is assigned to the file in the data base for
ensuring its traceability; additional information is added to MAXDOAS measurements in view of the
tropospheric processing (like the zenith spectra before and after each off-axis measurement).
2.2.2 Level-2 data base
The Level-2 database consists in a collection of netCDF CF master files containing both QDOAS and
profiling output, their corresponding uncertainties, useful ancillary data (T, p profiles, aerosols, cloud, and
albedo information), and retrieval quality flag. These master files also contain information about the
Level-1 file to which they correspond. They are made accessible to the data submitters only. For external
users, GEOMS HDF files ([DR-4], [DR-5]) are created from the netCDF CF master files using GEOMS
netCDF files as intermediate step. Both netCDF master and GEOMS HDF files are automatically
catalogued and their granularity is one file per instrument, per day, and per supported product.
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The convention of the file name is defined by the L1 format (See annex 4.2) and depend on the product
(see Section 3.6). These files will be kept locally at BIRA-IASB but will be made accessible through a
password-protected web page on the FRM4DOAS website (see Section 2.2.4).
2.2.3 FTP server to upload Level-1 data
A password-protected FTP server is made available to users for submitting their spectra files and
corresponding calibration data. A script has been developed for:
1. regularly pooling the incoming directory,
2. downloading the files in a temporary folder, and
3. creating the first trigger lists of the chain based on the transferred files.
Each instrument must register first by sending an e-mail to the central processing system administrator
before submitting any spectra file to the Level-1 ftp server. Once submitted these files pass a QA/QC
procedure (validation of the file name and its content – presence of all mandatory fields, check that
variables are in the requested range of values). Those that satisfy this test are moved in the appropriate
directory according to the information contained in the file name and the processing can start. An alert email is sent to the data submitter and to the processing system administrator for files that don’t pass the
QA/QC procedure. Not validated files are redirected in another folder. It should be noted that only new
or modified files are catalogued in the Level-1 data base.
Instruments and system
configuration files
Metadata

Level-1 data
folder
MAXDOAS
processing

Download

Transferred
files

Log files

Log/Alert

QA/QC

XOR

Validated
files

Not
validated
files

V

Files on
FTP

Catalog to
Level-1 data
base

Level-1 data
base

Not validated files folder

Figure 2 : Flowchart describing the Level-1 spectra files upload and cataloguing.

2.2.4 Web page to download Level-2 data
A password-protected web page is now available on the FRM4DOAS project website for downloading the
Level-2 data files. Registered users have to select the station, product, dates and give their email. A zip file
is created with the selected files and put on a HTTP repository. The URL is sent to the specified email.
2.2.5 Monitoring service
Each module generates log files. The log files are regularly parsed by a log analyzer in order to track
anomalies and reports are sent to the administrator and data submitters every day. The log analyzer is
described in Section 2.5.
2.2.6 QA/QC procedures
File names
The list of available instruments and the names of all existing institutes and stations are registered in XML
files. They are communicated to the data submitters in order that they submit their files with the correct
names. The system checks that the information contained in the input file names is in conformity with the
registered information.
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Content of files
Several mechanisms are in place to verify the content of files (presence of expected fields, format and
values of fields, …). These tests are applied not only on Level-1 data but also at the next steps.
Thresholds
Threshold values shall be specified for all main variables (for example, slant column densities and residuals
for QDOAS) and the output results could be filtered based on these threshold values before feeding the
next modules. The limits of the thresholds could be different from an instrument to another (and from a
product to another) and should be specified in the configuration files.

2.3 Architecture design
2.3.1 Wrappers
In order to exploit multi-processors environments and to satisfy flexibility and performance quality
requirements, the system is based on an event-driven architecture. Modules must then be considered as
“independent” entities that accept appropriate input and generate output that can then be used as input by
the next following modules.
Queue of
module n

Get next file

Instruments and system
configuration files
Metadata

Ancillary data

File to
process

Execute
module n

Output

Get settings

Settings

Log files

QA/QC

XOR

QA/QC
failed

Validated
output

Append to
the next
queue

Queue of
module n+1

Log/Alert

Figure 3 : Flowchart showing how a module is executed.

In the design of the central MAXDOAS processing system, there is not a master program that controls
the whole chain but a succession of independent entities (wrappers) whose the role is to check the
presence of new input files in its queue, and for each file in the queue, execute the module with the
settings extracted from the metadata and configuration files of the instrument to process. It is also the
responsibility of the wrappers to feed the trigger list(s) of the next module(s) with the results obtained by
the modules they control after validation through QA/QC procedures. The processing system includes
five wrappers controlling the main modules and their respective trigger list: Level-1 (incoming Level-1
files checking + dispatching in the Level-1 file database), QDOAS (DOAS spectral analysis), TROPO
(MMF and MAPA NO2 and/or HCHO tropospheric profiling), Total O3 (total O3 column retrieval), and
Stratospheric NO2 (stratospheric NO2 profiling). A flow chart presenting these wrappers and their
interaction is shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4 : The five main wrappers of the processing system and their interaction through the corresponding
trigger lists.

This architecture developed in the Phase I of the project has shown a high level of modularity and
scalability, allowing the extension of the processing system to new instruments and products in a
transparent way.

2.3.2 Trigger lists
The system is composed of a set of asynchronous modules that are triggered by the presence of queues of
input files. These queues, called trigger lists, are created by the preceding module(s) and contain a list of
files to process. After execution of the module it controls, the wrapper inserts the names of the output
files to one or several other list(s) that will initiate the next module(s). For example, QDOAS waits for
validated Level-1 files and QDOAS output files could be used as input for one or several profiling
modules.
The trigger lists are assigned a timestamp (defined on a regular basis proper to each module) at their
creation in order that the wrapper that pools the folder always selects only the most recent lists. The
number of available processors is accounted for to allow a module to process jobs (set of files) in parallel.
Once the process is successfully finished, the names of output files are added in new trigger lists to be
processed by the next modules. The new trigger lists are assigned a new timestamp and the extension are
the same as the original one completed with the extension specific to the next module. This allows
tracking a file across the chain.
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trigger_timestampC.M.X
File_1.ext2,[options]
File_2.ext2,[options]

trigger_ timestampA.M
File_1.ext1,[options]
File_2.ext1,[options]

Execute module M on files
in trigger lists with
timestamp > last_timestamp

File_3.ext1,[options]

trigger_timestampC.M.Y
File_3.ext2,[options]
File_2.ext2,[options]

Figure 5 : Flowchart explaining how the trigger lists system is working.

In the Figure 5 above, module M will be executed four times with the files File_1.ext1,… if the
timestamps A is higher than the last registered timestamp. After execution, according to the options
associated with the files, two new trigger lists are created with the timestamp C to respectively trigger
modules X and Y. In this example, the same output File_2 will be used as input for the two modules X
and Y.
Triggers will be defined at almost all the major steps of the processing chain: validation of the data
downloaded from the FTP server, retrieval modules, data bases cataloguing, log files processing…
With this system:


The trigger lists guarantee that the files to process are existing and ready to be processed;



Depending on the module, an instrument–dependent configuration file can be proposed with the
file to process. This means that a file can be processed twice by the same module but with a
different configuration;



The output file can be added in several trigger lists.



The multi-processors environment is accounted for, allowing a high level of parallelisation.



The Level-2 data delivery latency time of 6h to 24h will be fulfilled.

2.4 Configuration files
The FRM4DOAS Central Processing System includes four types of configuration files:


General (equal for all instruments) module specific configuration files (configuring the output
files, quality check, etc)



Instrument and module specific configuration files (specific retrieval settings for a certain module
and instrument)



System configuration files (e.g. tables including the different variables for validating the input file
names (institutes, instrument number, stations names,…))



General configuration files (such as template tables for creating the GEOMS files)

When a new Level-1 file is submitted, the file name has to be validated using system tables. The metadata
file is selected with the instrument number. The file names includes information such as the instrument
(identified by an instrument number and a channel number), the institute, the station, the process
version… This information allows selecting the right configuration file from a table that associates the
instruments to their corresponding configuration files to execute.
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This first configuration file (instrument_config_file) indicates which modules to activate in the processing
chain and redirects to configuration files with the settings appropriate to the instrument for these
modules.
On the system side, there are configuration files with general options for the supported modules (paths
where to find the module, paths of ancillary data, available values for given options, …)
Such a system is flexible enough to allow:


To describe the path to follow for a file in the different modules of the processing chain



Redirecting the output to different trigger lists (for example, the output of QDOAS can be
redirected to the stratospheric and the tropospheric profiling tools or only one of these modules).



That a same file is executed twice by the same module but with different configuration settings
(two lines in the configuration file or two configuration files).



To enable/disable the execution of a module or the processing of an instrument.



Reprocessing of a large amount of files is possible at any point of the processing chain by
generating the starting triggers lists. Data to reprocess must have satisfied QA/QC procedure
before. If necessary, temporary configuration files can be inserted in the system.



Processing of data set that are not part of the automatic process is possible after creating the
appropriate configuration files



To test a new version of the existing modules or a new module in parallel to the processing chain

In order not to interfere with the real-time processing when a reprocessing is performed, the availability of
the processors is accounted for and a priority level is assigned to each process (or processes are distributed
in time by generating lists with different timestamps).
The meta-languages XML and YAML are a logical choice for master configuration files because they offer
a high level of flexibility and modularity. The format is plain text, i.e. human readable in any text editor;
the syntax is very simple: options can be presented as pairs of attributes/values eventually embedded in
tagged sections. The number of options can be progressively extended with needs without revising the
complete file. In addition, most programming languages already include functions to read XML and
YAML files. Specific tools have been developed to generate and handle these configuration files.

2.5 Log analyzer
2.5.1 Log files
Any message (events, warnings, errors, general information on the processing, output of intermediary
results) reported by a module during the processing of a file is reported in individual unformatted log files.
They are distributed in daily directories and have a lifetime of three months. After this period, they are
archived as zip files.
On the basis of log files generated by the different modules of the MAXDOAS processing chain, the
system is able to detect severe issues or interruptions in the data flow and send alerts to the appropriate
recipient(s), processing system administrator and if relevant, data submitters.
2.5.2 Log analyzer
Independent log analysis modules are implemented to pool regularly the collection of log files, parse them
and, based on some predefined indicators or key words, retrieve the relevant information and summarize
14

it into new formatted log files, allowing various filtering requests and reports on demand (see Figure 6).
In these new log files, messages are assigned a type (informative, statistics, warnings, error) and for error
messages, a severity level that can lead to the generation of an alert (mail to the administrator and, if
necessary, to the data submitters). The log analyser is also able to detect any stop of data stream.

Figure 6 : Log analyzer for the MAXDOAS central processing system

2.5.3 Alerts
Fatal errors might be relative to error system or an unexpected situation met by a module. In this case,
only operators and if necessary the developer(s) of the module are alerted.
If the content of a submitted file is the cause of a fatal error, a mail is sent by the system administrator to
the data submitter.
If, for each instrument, the dates of the last processed file and for each module, the start time and the end
time are registered in log files, the system is able to detect break in the data flow or the no termination of a
module (run time errors for example).
The name of the persons to contact in case of problem during the process of a file is included in the
appropriate configuration files.
2.5.4 Report service
The information contained in the formatted log files allows:




to generate short but concise reports that are sent to the data submitters on a regular basis (daily,
weekly, monthly or on request) to generate alerts to the system managers in case a problem is
detected in the chain
to make statistics and forecasts (number of processed files per day, evolution of the data base,
average execution time of a module, …)
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3 Software considerations
3.1 Software architecture
Scientific modules (slant columns retrieval and profiling tools) are the core of the MAXDOAS central
processing system as can be seen in Figure 7. Wrappers have been developed:








To check the presence of new input files and start the correct module
To perform QA/QC at any step of the processing chain
To retrieve information from the configuration files
To analyze log files and generate alerts if necessary
To follow the processing of a Level-1 file and update its status in the Level-1 data base
To prepare status reports

Additional tools have been implemented






To easily handle the large number of configuration files
To manage different processing chains in parallel
To redirect the tropospheric processing to HPC
To visualize level-1 and -2 files

Figure 7: MAXDOAS central processing system architecture

It should be noted that for maintainability and portability reasons, all tools and scientific modules are open
source and developed in languages that do not require licenses. The processing system is also designed to
run on linux machines only.
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3.2 The scientific modules
3.2.1 QDOAS
QDOAS is a cross-platform application developed at BIRA-IASB. It performs DOAS slant columns
retrievals of trace gases from spectral measurements (satellite, ground-based, mobile or aircraft-based
instruments). The software is available for Windows, Linux and Mac OS operating systems. It evolves
along with the measurement techniques and DOAS research, and has been extensively validated in
different campaigns and algorithm comparisons. The user-friendly interface, flexibility, and the robustness
of the algorithms largely contribute to QDOAS' success in the world (about 400 registered users in 50
countries, mid-2017). The package includes five modules whose the most important one, the command
line tool doas_cl, will be used to calculate slant columns densities in the FRM4DOAS processing system.
Since the end of 2019, QDOAS is part of the Atmospheric Toolbox (https://atmospherictoolbox.org/).
Executables for Linux and Mac are now distributed under Anaconda environment
(https://anaconda.org/stcorp). Sources are also available on GIT : https://github.com/UVVIS-BIRAIASB/qdoas.
The S/W is written in C/C++. It requires gcc and g++ compilers, versions 4.7 or higher. The GUI is
built on the open-source version of the QT framework (QT4 or QT5). The use of QDOAS needs preinstallation of the following libraries (see Figure 8 and the QDOAS S/W user manual for installation
instructions on Linux systems).






QWT library for plots (6.1.2 or higher)
GSL numerical routines from the GNU Scientific library
The Common Data Access Toolbox (CODA) library developed by S[&]T
HDF-EOS2 and HDF-EOS5 libraries that themselves relies on the HDF libraries
HDF-4, HDF-5 and netCDF

In the case of the FRM4DOAS project, the S/W ingests Level-1 data in netCDF format.

Figure 8 : QDOAS libraries dependencies

Input
The radiance spectra are dark current and offset calibrated before submission to the Level-1 data base.
The Level-1 files contain preliminary wavelength calibration and can be optionally completed with the
reference spectra and the slit function. The format of the input spectra files is “netCDF” (see Section 4.2).
QDOAS configuration files
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Per product, the creation of the configuration file for a given instrument/channel is based on a general
template. The settings are then manually adjusted according to the characteristics of the instrument and
calibration settings (wavelength range, slit function, …).
The configuration files are assigned a version number.
Ancillary data
Cross sections data base that fulfils up-to-date recommendations derived e.g. from intercomparison
campaigns like CINDI-2.
Output
The QDOAS output is in the netCDF format. The version of QDOAS is registered in the output file. The
output path includes a version number assigned to the QDOAS configuration file.
QA/QC
Threshold values are specified for all main variables like slant column densities and residuals and the
QDOAS output results are filtered based on these threshold values before feeding the profiling modules.
The limits of the thresholds can be different from an instrument to another (and from a product to
another) and are specified in the configuration files.
3.2.2 TROPO
The TROPO module consists mainly in a preprocessing routine and the MAPA and MMF profile retrieval
codes. The preprocessing routine uses the validated QDOAS output files including ancillary data (if
provided in the Level-1 spectra files) as input and generates as output the fit-for-purpose input (re-ordered
SCDs and ancillary data interpolated on the appropriate time and altitude grids) for the MAPA and MMF
retrieval steps (see Sections 3.2.2.1 and 3.2.2.2 below). TROPO also includes routines for estimating the
cloud flags and the representative horizontal distance.

3.2.2.1 MAPA
The Monte Carlo MAinz Profile Algorithm (MAPA; see Beirle et al., 2019) derives vertical profiles of
aerosol extinction and trace gas concentration profiles from MAX-DOAS measurements. The algorithm is
based on a parameterization of the vertical profile by three parameters (see [AD-6]): integrated column c,
i.e. AOD (aerosols) or VCD (trace gases), layer height h, and a shape parameter s. For aerosol retrieval, a
fourth parameter (O4 scaling factor) can be retrieved. The forward model is realized as a look-up table L
which relates the parameters c, h, s to an AMF for given geometry (SZA, RAA and elevation angle). L is
calculated by McArtim (Deutschmann et al., 2011). Ensembles of matching parameter sets are gained by
trial and error, i.e. by covering the parameter space with random numbers (Monte Carlo approach) and
keeping those with the best RMS.
The algorithm is composed of a master code in Python (2.6.9 or higher).
Input
Data (measurements and ancillary) generate by the preprocessing step (see above)
Configuration files
Retrieval settings are read in instrument-specific configuration files and passed as arguments to the MAPA
algorithm routine.
Ancillary data
18



AMF lookup table L

Output
Mean and standard deviation of all parameters and reconstructed profiles + corresponding error budget
and QC flag reported in Level-2 netCDF CF master files. GEOMS HDF files are generated from the
netCDF master files.
QA/QC
QA/QC is based on 4 flags: RMS of modeled vs. measured dSCD, AOD/VCD consistency in MC
ensemble, profile shape (height parameter), miscellaneous (missing elevation angles, high AOD, low
RAA). Based on these flags, an overall QC flag is generated (0=ok, 1=warning, 2=error, and -1=not
available).

3.2.2.2 MMF
The Mexican MAX-DOAS Fit (MMF) algorithm (Friedrich et al., 2019; see also Friess et al., 2019 and
[AD-6]) is based on the OEM method and uses VLIDORT (Spurr, 2006) version 2.7 in pseudo-spherical
multiple-scattering setting as the forward model and a Levenberg-Marquardt (LM) iteration scheme. Only
the intensity information and its analytically calculated Jacobians, not the other Stokes parameters, are
currently used. MMF can operate in linear or logarithmic state vector space. Only the logarithmic mode is
used in FRM4DOAS. MMF is based on a two-step approach, where the aerosol extinction profile is
retrieved in a first step using O4 dSCDs as the measurement vector, and the trace gas profile is retrieved
in a second step using the according trace gas dSCDs as the measurement vector, together with the
aerosol profile from the first step. Quantities such as aerosol single-scattering albedo, aerosol asymmetry
factor, surface albedo, and temperature and pressure profiles can be supplied. In addition to the custom
retrieval grid, a simulation grid can be supplied.
Input
Data (measurements and ancillary) generate by the preprocessing step (see above)
Configuration files
Retrieval settings are read in instrument-specific configuration files and passed as arguments to the MMF
algorithm routine.
Ancillary data
 N/A
Output
Aerosol and trace gases (NO2 and/or HCHO) lower tropospheric vertical profiles and columns +
corresponding error budget, averaging kernels, and QC flags + location of effective air mass, etc) reported
in Level-2 netCDF CF master files. It should be noted that both MAPA and MMF results are reported in
the same Level-2 netCDF CF master files. As for MAPA, GEOMS HDF files are generated from the
netCDF master files.
QA/QC
QA/QC is based on four flags: Limit on (RMS in maximum (dscd error units, 1% of dscd)), limit on
DOFS, convergency, consistence (sensitivity of the retrieval on aerosol a priori profile). Based on these 4
flags, the MMF QC flag is generated (0=ok, 1=warning, and 2=error).
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3.2.2.3 Overall QA flag
As a post-processing step, a general qa_flag_tracegas is created in the PROFILE group of the level-2
netCDF4 file (see Sect. 4.3.1). Retrieval scans for which this flag is either 0 or 1, are used in the GEOMS
output. Currently, there are four parts checked individually for the flagging:
1. If the measured DSCDs are all negative for a scan, the flag is set to 2. If this is not the case, this check
has no further effect on the flag.
2. Check whether the extra_dscd_error_flag is raised (it is raised if the extra DSCD error is larger than 3
times the QDOAS calculated DSCD error on the zenith measurement). If this is the case, the flag is set to
2, otherwise this check has no further effect on the flag.
3. Check on the VCD (retrieved VCD of both codes agree within the specified errors of both codes)
4. Check on the profile (each retrieval layer agrees within a percentage of the total VCD between the two
retrieval codes)
3.2.3 Total O3 column product
The standard NDACC method for the conversion of the O3 DSCDs into VCDs (see [AD-6]) is
implemented in the FRM4DOAS processing system. First, the residual amount in the reference spectrum
is determined using the Langley plot method and is added to the O3 DSCDs derived from QDOAS. In a
second step, the resulting absolute O3 SCDs are converted into VCDs using the NDACC O3 AMF
climatology.
The algorithm is composed of a master code in Python (2.6.9 or higher) and of Fortran routines for the
extraction of O3 AMF and averaging kernels from ascii LUTs. Intel Fortran compiler is recommended to
compile those routines.
Input
QDOAS validated output files (netCDF format)
Configuration files
Retrieval options are read in instrument-specific configuration files (metadata, general settings) and passed
as arguments to the functions.
Ancillary data (all in asci format)





Monthly albedos tables measured at 2 wavelengths (380 and 494 nm)
O3 AMF, averaging kernels and vertical profiles lookup tables
Zenith-sky twilight effective horizontal paths (km) at 500 nm and for a standard atmosphere
AFGL Standard Atmosphere

Output
Total ozone columns and ancillary information (averaging kernels, location of effective air mass, etc)
reported in both Level-2 netCDF CF master files and GEOMS HDF files.
QA/QC
QA/QC tests are based on the specification of minimum and maximum total O3 column values and on
the RMS of the DOAS O3 fit.
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3.2.4 Stratospheric NO2 profile product
The OEM-based stratospheric NO2 profiling algorithm developed by BIRA (see [AD-6]) is implemented
in the FRM4DOAS processing system for the inversion of NO2 vertical profiles from twilight zenith-sky
NO2 DSCDs. NO2 weighting function LUTs are calculated using the UVSPEC/DISORT RTM (Mayer
and Kylling, 2005) which accounts for the 2D (altitude, SZA) photochemical variation of NO2 (incident
beam only).
The algorithm is composed of a master code in Python (2.6.9 or higher) for both the extraction of NO 2
weighting functions and the OEM retrieval part. A routine for the correction of the temperaturedependence of the NO2 cross-sections is also implemented based on Gil et al. (2008).
Input
QDOAS validated output files (netCDF format)
Configuration files
Retrieval options are read in instrument-specific configuration files (metadata, general settings) and passed
as arguments to the functions.
Ancillary data


NO2 weighting function lookup tables, zenith-sky twilight effective horizontal paths (km) at 500
nm and for a standard atmosphere, and AFGL Standard Atmosphere in a single netCDF file

Output
Stratospheric NO2 vertical profiles and columns + ancillary information (averaging kernels, location of
effective air mass, etc) reported in both Level-2 netCDF CF master files and GEOMS HDF files.
QA/QC
QA/QC tests are based on diagnostic parameters (DOFS, RMS of the difference between modeled and
measured NO2 DSCDs). The presence of a double peak in the retrieved and a priori profiles is also
checked and retrieval results are flagged as bad if a double peak is present in the retrieved profiles only.

3.3 The off-line and operational processing chains
The processing chain can be duplicate in order to test new developments (wrappers or scientific
algorithms), or new data set or for specific reprocessing without interfering with the operational NRT
processing and is based on the following approach:





Creation of a test branch which is a copy of the operational branch, i.e. including the different
scientific modules
Addition of a test folder in the master configuration file pointing towards this test branch and
containing the settings for the test/reprocessing
Copy of the Level-1 spectra files that needs to be tested/reprocessed in the testing application
folder
Running of the process(es) corresponding to the test branch via the processing system scheduler
(crontab)

The duplicate chain works on the HPC system (see Section 3.4 and Appendix 4.1) only for the
MMF/MAPA tropospheric retrieval module which is the more time-consuming processing step. In the
future, the off-line chain could be extended to all the scientific modules.
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3.4 Framework for running the central processing system on HPC
For the demonstration of the system (Phase I of the project), the use of BIRA-IASB compute servers has
shown to be sufficient. For the NDACC MAXDOAS service KO (NRT processing for 14 stations +
reprocessing/testing of data sets to be done in parallel), computing time should be optimized and the
central processing chain has been adapted to run on the HPC machine installed on the Space Pole in
Uccle (see Annex 4.1). Only the tropospheric retrieval TROPO module has been set up to run on HPC
(see Section 3.3 above). The installation and running of this module is described in the two sub-sections
below.
3.4.1 Installation of the TROPO (MMF/MAPA) module on HPC
It is recommended to install the TROPO module on the BIRA-IASB DOAS home directory on HPC
since programs executed from this directory have access to both BIRA-IASB file servers and HPC scratch
folder. Beside the installation of the TROPO codes and wrappers on HPC, the following steps are needed:




Copy the master config files of the TROPO module (see Error! Reference source not found.)
to the HPC root directory
Create TROPO module folders on the HPC scratch folder and add the corresponding path to the
master config file
MMF fortran programs have to be recompile on HPC. Once recompiled, a new compilation is
only needed in the case of a code update.

3.4.2 Running TROPO (MMF/MAPA) automatically on HPC
The files to be processed on HPC are marked differently by the wrapper in order not to follow the same
path as other files. A dedicated wrapper on the HPC processing chain copies on the scratch disk of the
HPC machine all input necessary to process the files, build and submit jobs (list of files) according to the
priority given to the files to process. Then the output and log files are copied back to the original
application folder. The size of jobs is determined according to the estimated execution time and in order
to stay within the wall time of 4 hours. Each job is executed on a half node (12 cores) and is assigned 32
GB of memory. The number of jobs submitted in parallel is 10 by default but it can be adjusted according
to the size of the data set to process and the load of the HPC.
Tests on running TROPO on HPC (10 half-nodes, 12 cores and 30 GB memory per half-node) showed
that processing time can be significantly reduced; e. g. it takes



2h30 instead of 30h on compute servers for processing one month of Athens files
1h instead of 12.5h on compute servers for 150 spectra files from Xianghe or La Réunion

3.5 Versioning
3.5.1 Programs versions
Different versions of a program can coexist in the processing system. In the root path of each module, a
version number subfolder is provided and the call to a module passes first through a wrapper script in
bash that can accept a version switch in argument for selecting other version(s) of a program than the
default one.
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The directories structure to handle different versions of QDOAS are given below as an example:
All “bin_...” directories contain a given version of QDOAS executables (qdoas,
doas_cl, convolution, ring and undersampling tool). The main “bin” directory
contains the default version. A call of any module of the QDOAS package
loads a wrapper script in bash of the same name in the root path. This script
sets the correct environment if necessary and calls either the default version
from the “bin” subfolder or another given version from the appropriate
subfolder.
For example,
doas_cl <arguments>

# calls the default version of doas_cl in “bin”

while
# calls the version 3.0 of the
QDOAS command line tool that is saved in “bin_3.0”.
doas_cl –-version=3.0

<arguments>

The used version of a program is registered in the output files. The system configuration file includes the
available versions and the default version in addition to the root path. Instrument-specific configuration
files include the version of modules to use in the case it is not the default one.
3.5.2 Ancillary data versions
The directory structure for lookup tables and other ancillary data is similar as for the programs, i.e.
including subfolders for version numbers. This approach anticipates the possibility to update the ancillary
data versions in the future.
3.5.3 Product versions
Data generated by the different modules are assigned a version number.

3.6 Directories and file names
Since the central processing system is processing and generating a large amount of files, it is therefore
necessary to design an appropriate structure of the data base directories to better manage all these files.
For this purpose, all file names contain an identification of the instrument (instrument number and
channel number) and a timestamp. This information is completed with the name of the station, the
institute, a process id or product version number. Except for GEOMS HDF level-2 files that have to
follow the GEOMS, the original file names are kept within the processing chain. The file extension is
specific to the module which processes the file. A new file extension is progressively appended to the
original one by the different modules that process a file as illustrated here:
ESA-FRM4DOAS-L1.QAQC.MAXDOAS.QDOAS.QAQC.TROPO-BIRA.IASB-UCCLE-1670-1-20200214T062447Z-20200214T173233Z-fv003.nc

with
ESA-FRM4DOAS:

string common to all FRM4DOAS netCDF output files

L1.QAQC.QDOAS.QAQC.TROPO:

processed modules (L1 QAQC, QDOAS+corresponding QAQC

and MMF
BIRA.IASB: institute
UCCLE: station
1670: instrument number
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1: channel

number

20200214T062447Z-20200214T173233Z : timestamp corresponding to the measurement period
fv003: output

file version number

This example file is dispatched through the following directory structure:

Figure 9 : Example of directory structure for the cataloguing of Level-2 netCDF CF master files and
GEOMS files.

3.7 Backup procedure
The centralised processing system (all codes and databases) are backed up to keep code history and avoid
any loss of data.

3.8 Requirements versus architecture compliance matrix
The current version (November 2019) of the requirements versus architecture compliance matrix is
presented below. Project Phase I requirements are described in [AD-5]. The CCN02 requirements,
extracted from the WP sheets, have been added in italic bold in this matrix.
Comply - Partly comply – Currently not comply
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Table 1: Requirements versus architecture compliance matrix.
Requir. domain

Requir. type

Requir. ref.

Short description

Archi.
ref.

[FUN-3.1.1-01]

Instrument registration before submitting Level-1 data

2.2.3

[FUN-3.1.1-02]

Only new or modified files should be submitted on the FTP server.

2.2.3

[FUN-3.1.1-03]
Level-1 data

[FUN-3.1.1-04]
[FUN-3.1.1-05]
[FUN-3.1.1-06]
[FUN-3.1.2-01]
[FUN-3.1.2-02]

Functional

[FUN-3.1.2-03]
[FUN-3.1.2-04]
Scientific
modules

[FUN-3.1.2-05]

[FUN-CCN02-01]

Comply
?

Notes
Instrument
attribution

number

Level-1 data should consist in one day of dark-current and offset
2.2.1
corrected radiance spectra in the predefined netCDF format.
Level-1 data file name should satisfy the predefined format.
2.2.7
The names of input/output files and metadata should feed
databases. Requests should be possible from python scripts or
dashboards through APIs (JSON)
Mechanisms should be setup to follow the processing steps and to
ensure the traceability of the processing chain.
QDOAS is the selected algorithm for slant columns retrieval. It
should be adapted to read netCDF Level-1 data files.
QDOAS generates output files in netCDF format.
The algorithms to retrieve tropospheric profiles from MAXDOAS
measurements should be the ones selected by the Round Robin
exercise (MAPA+MMF)
The algorithm for stratospheric NO2 profile retrieval should be the
BIRA-IASB OEM-based algorithm (Hendrick et al., 2004)
Total O3 column retrieval should be based the standard NDACC
approach.

N/A

For the
project

follow-up

3.3
3.2.1
3.2.1
3.2.4
3.2.5
3.2.3
3.2.2

QC flagging in MMF and MAPA and their consistency should
N/A
be improved wrt Phase I versions.

[FUN-CCN02-02]

The cloud flagging routine should be made operational.

N/A

[FUN-CCN02-03]

A correction for the temperature dependence of the NO2 cross N/A

CI statistics and
conversion to cloud
flag postponed to
the ESA follow-up
project.
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[FUN-CCN02-04]
[FUN-3.1.3-01]

[FUN-3.1.3-02]

Level-2 data

[FUN-3.1.3-03]
[FUN-3.1.3-04]
[FUN-3.1.3-05]

Ancillary data

QA/QC

sections should be included in the stratospheric NO2 profiling
algorithm.
Wrappers should be improved/optimized in terms of structure,
content, and management of the input/output data, settings, N/A
config, and log files.
Granularity should be one file per instrument, per day and per
supported product.
The processing system should be able to deliver the following
products:
 Total O3 columns (two values per file)
 Stratospheric NO2 vertical profiles (two profiles per file)
 Tropospheric NO2, HCHO and aerosols profiles from
MAXDOAS scans (one profile per scan)
Delivered data should include the main measurement quantities,
uncertainty information and quality flags, as well as useful ancillary
metadata.
Level-2 files will be generated per instrument, per day and per
product and should be automatically catalogued.
The Level-2 files should contain the information necessary to track
back the process and identify the Level-1 sources.

2.2.2
3.2.2
3.2.3
3.2.4
3.2.5

2.2.2
2.2.2
2.2.2

[FUN-CCN02-05]

A working data stream should be established between the
central processing system level-2 files database and the N/A
NDACC and EVDC databases.

[FUN-3.1.4-01]

Regarding T, p profiles, the system should be able to use those
provided by default or to extract them from external sources
2.2.2
(ECMWF analysis) or to use those provided by Level-1 data
submitters.

[FUN-3.1.5-01]

Specific quality flags will be assigned to all records and will be
2.2.7
updated if necessary throughout the processing chain.

NDACC database
ready for GEOMS
files ingestion. Data
flow will start as
part of CCN03

Possibility to filter the
records based on
error masks and fill
values
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[FUN-3.1.5-02]

The name and the content of Level-1 data files have to be validated
2.2.3
in order to be catalogued in the Level-1 database.

[FUN-3.1.5-03]

Standardized and automated QA tests will be performed to validate
2.2.7
the output at each step of the process.

[FUN-3.1.5-04]
Configuration

[FUN-3.1.6-01]
[FUN-3.1.7-01]
[FUN-3.1.7-02]

Monitoring

[FUN-3.1.7-03]
[FUN-3.1.7-04]

[FUN-CCN02-06]

Operational

According to the type of anomalies/issues (warning, fatal error), the
system should be able to continue the processing chain with
eventually flagged data or stop it on fatal error.
The configuration of the system will consist in a collection of files
specific to the modules and/or to the instruments. The selected
format should offer a high level of modularity and flexibility.
A log analyzer should be developed to collect, parse, and format
individual log files from all modules and generate processing reports
Alert messages should be delivered to the operators and the data
submitters in case of severe errors or QA/QC issues reported by
one of the processing module.

Possibility to filter the
records based on
error masks and fill
values

2.3
2.5.3
2.1
2.3
2.5
2.5

The system should be able to detect stop of data stream.
2.5.2
Statistics indicators should be generated (number of processed files
per day, evolution of the database, average processing time for a 2.5.4
module, maximum number of simultaneous processes,…)

Indicators
already
included in log files.

The reporting routine should be improved in terms of error
N/A
message content.

Dashboard

[FUN-3.1.8-01]

The processing status of the submitted files will be made available
through web-based dashboards. Regular reports (weekly or monthly) 2.6
could be sent by mail to the data submitters.

Operational
level

[OPE-3.2-01]

The FRM4DOAS processing chain shall be fully automated but as
1.2
demonstration system, it is not intended to be an operational system

Simplified reports are
sent
to
data
submitters on a daily
basis. Development
of
web-based
dashboard will be
done as part of the
Copernicus follow-up
project
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stricto sensu.

[OPE-CCN02-01]

The processing system should run in an operational mode for a
N/A
selection of NDACC-certified MAXDOAS stations.

Compute
servers

[RES-3.3.1-01]

In order to increase the data processing performances, the system
should be designed to exploit as much as possible the execution in 2.3.2
parallel of the different jobs.

HPC

[RES-CCN02-01]

The framework and scripts for running the processing system
N/A
on HPC should be created.

[RES-3.3.2-01]
FTP server
[RES-3.3.2-02]

Resources
Dynamic
pages

web

[RES-3.3.3-01]
[RES-3.3.4-01]

S/W

FTP/HTTP
Security

Quality

[RES-3.3.4-02]

A dedicated FTP server will be made available at BIRA-IASB for
incoming for Level-1 radiance data. Control access rules should be 2.2.3
setup.
Instead of a FTP repository, Level-2 files could be delivered through
2.2.6
dedicated web pages.
In order to present dashboards with the status of submitted files,
2.2.6
web pages should be linked to the different databases and logbooks.
All modules should be open source and developed in languages that
3.1
do not require licenses : C/C++, Fortran, Python, bash
Scientific modules might be adapted/improved for automatic
N/A
processing and QA/QC procedures

[RES-CCN02-02]

MAPA algorithm should be optimized in terms of working
N/A
memory management.

[SEC-3.4.1-01]

A password will be attributed to upload Level-1 data on FTP.

2.2.3

[SEC-3.4.1-02]

Users who want to download Level-2 data should register first.

2.2.6

Regular backup mechanisms should be set up in order to avoid any
loss of data and to keep the history of the code.
Data submitters should access only to the password-protected web
pages related to their instruments.
Code changes in one module should not affect the operation of the
processing chain.

3.5
4.1

The system should be able to manage different module versions.

2.4

Data and codes
[SEC-3.4.2-01]
backup
Dashboards
[SEC-3.4.3-01]
web pages
Modularity and [QUA-3.5.1-01]
flexibility
[QUA-3.5.1-02]

Under progress

2.2.6

Will
not
be
implemented in this
project

Will not be done as
part of CCN02
Under development

Postponed to the
follow-up project

2.4
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[QUA-3.5.1-03]
[QUA-3.5.1-04]
[QUA-3.5.1-05]
[QUA-3.5.2-01]
Performance

[QUA-3.5.2-02]

[QUA-CCN02-01]

The operational processing system should be validated in
terms of response and performance for a limited period of time N/A
(2-4 weeks).

[QUA-3.5.5-01]
[QUA-3.5.5-02]

Possibility to stop/restart a module with a flag

2.4

[QUA-3.5.5-03]

Possibility to suspend the process at any step for one instrument
Possibility to detect the best server to execute a job in order to
optimize the processing time
Possibility to reprocess a given data set from or until a given module
as far as input files have the required format and after providing the
appropriate configuration files
The integrity of the database should be kept in case of stop/restart
of one or several modules or the reprocessing of a data set.

2.4

Scalability
[QUA-3.5.3-02]
[QUA-3.5.4-01]
Portability
[QUA-3.5.4-02]

[QUA-3.5.5-04]
[QUA-3.5.5-05]

Reliability

The system shall be able to test new releases of existing
programs/algorithms in parallel with the automatic operation of 2.4
existing ones.
The automatized processing chain shall deliver Level-2 output files
2.3.2
between 6h and 24h after the spectra file submission.
If the process cannot successfully terminate, alerts should be sent to
2.5.3
the appropriate people.

The demonstration of the processing system should be based on a
selection of 11 sites available from project partners + CINDI-2 data.
The system should be designed to be able to ingest more
instruments and to support other products in a transparent way in
the future.
The FRM4DOAS processing system should be designed for Linux
machines only.
The configuration files should be in a portable format (plain text,
XML…).
Possibility to stop/restart the whole system with a general flag

[QUA-3.5.3-01]

Availability

Possibility to restart an interrupted process from the step where the
2.4
interruption occurred or a previous step.
Possibility to reprocess partially or totally the Level-1 database.
2.4

[QUA-3.5.6-01]

N/A
2.3.1
3.1
4
2.4
2.4

2.4
2.4
2.4
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[QUA-CCN02-02]
[QUA-3.5.7-01]
[QUA-3.5.7-02]
Maintainability

[QUA-CCN02-03]
[QUA-CCN02-04]

The operational processing system should be validated
N/A
through comparison with independent data sources.
The FRM4DOAS processing system will be fully maintained and
N/A
continuously improved until the end of the project.
A technical documentation of the FRM4DOAS processing system
will be provided at the end of the project. The code is open source N/A
and will be documented as far as possible.

The technical documentation of the FRM4DOAS processing
N/A
system should be updated in the course of the CCN02.
DOI procedure and data policy approach should be
implemented for the traceability and appropriate usage of the N/A
NDACC MAXDOAS service data products.
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4 Annex
4.1 The BIRA-IASB computer infrastructure
The BIRA-IASB computer infrastructure is described in Figure 10. It is composed of several computer
servers and a HPC machine.

Figure 10 : BIRA-IASB IT infrastructure

4.1.1 Computer servers
The MAXDOAS centralized processing system has been developed on a cluster of multi-cores Linux
compute servers with CentOS. High-capacity file servers are available at BIRA-IASB. Backups are
regularly operated (several times per day) and the file servers system is redundant.
Currently 50 GB are available for the FRM4DOAS project (development and data bases). This largely
ensures the central processing for the 14 stations currently involved in the project (for the NDACC
MAXDOAS service KO, it will be a similar number of stations).
The system of wrappers works fine and seems sufficient for the 14 stations. Nevertheless, we have to pay
attention to the following aspects if the number of stations increases or for reprocessing of long time
series (in particular for the tropospheric profiling, MAPA/MMF):


distribute the reception of data to process during the day in order to respect the total processing
time of 6 hours;



available memory (7 to 10 GB needed for one instrument)



on common compute servers, it is not possible to simultaneously process files with MAPA/MMF
(limitation in the number of CPU and memory)



submission of large data series and reprocessing doesn’t affect daily files submission because the
priority is accounted for but this could rapidly take a long time for the profiling product (several
days).
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the average processing time mainly depends on the number of scans, usually a characteristic of the
instrument (for example, the frequency of measurements is higher for IUP-Bremen instruments
and the average processing time for TROPO for Athens for example is about 1h while for Uccle,
is about 20 minutes).

4.1.2 High-performance computer
BIRA-IASB has access to a 2688-cores HPC machine installed on the Space Pole since the beginning of
2016. It’s a SGI Rackable cluster with symmetric (mirrored) installation in the computer rooms of KMIIRM and BIRA-IASB.
Hardware specifications








2 login/management nodes
112 compute nodes (linux servers) with each 2 Xeon E5-2680V3 processors.
24 compute cores per node, 2688 cores in total
88 compute nodes with 64GB Ram, 24 compute nodes with 256GB Ram (Fat configuration):
11776 GB Ram in total
Infiniband FDR (56 Gbit/sec – Fourteen Data Rate) interconnect between all compute nodes. 4
lane (160Gbit/sec) interconnect between the computer rooms
Scratch storage: 2 storage systems with each between 60 and 100 TB of storage capacity (in
function of configuration)
Home directories: fully redundant storage system with 20TB of capacity

Software






PBSPro Batch scheduler
Sles Linux for the servers
Intel Parallel Studio XE Cluster edition (compiler suite with all compilers)
Alinea DDT & Map license for debugging and profiling up to 256 processes.
Additional softwares already used on the Space Pole, such as Matlab, Idl, python, ...

4.2 Spectra file format
The netCDF spectra file format (version 3.14b) is described below and follows the CF-1.6 convention. It
is also available at https://frm4doas.aeronomie.be/ProjectDir/L1_format_20200130_v3.14b.pdf.

4.2.1 Global attributes
 Conventions: the format convention (recommended to be CF compliant)
 title: Description of the data set (e.g., “Level-1 data for the FRM4DOAS MAXDOAS
processor”)
 source: Description of the origin of the data
 instrument_number: unique number identifying the instrument (will be provided by BIRA)
 instrument_channel: channel number (depending on the instrument; to provide later in the
metadata; for example, 1 for VIS, 2 for UV)
 instrument_type: maxdoas or zenith
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institution: the affiliation name (should be identical to the affiliation name in the file name in
order to be able to reconstruct the L1 file name if necessary)
pi_name, pi_email: the name and email address of the principal investigator
do_name, do_email: the name and email address of the data originator
ds_name, ds_email: the name and email address of the data submitter
station_name: the name of the station in upper case
time_coverage_start: starting date and time retrieved from the file name in the example below:
20180415T041746Z)
time_coverage_end: starting date and time retrieved from the file name (in the example below:
20180415T190933Z)
measurement_funding_source: optional, measurements could be funded by a specific
organization
project_name: should be FRM4DOAS for the moment
file_name_prefix: should be ESA for the moment
file_type: should be L1 for this file
file_version: the file version (should be identical to the file version in the file name in order to be
able to reconstruct the L1 file name if necessary)
campaign_name: to keep empty (will be used to reprocess data of campaigns such as CINDI-2)

4.2.2 Groups
The following groups and subgroups are included in the netCDF file:


ANCILLARY: for ancillary data;
 METEOROLOGICAL_DATA: temperature and pressures profiles
 SURFACE_DATA: surface albedo
 AEROSOL_DATA: data on aerosols



INSTRUMENT_LOCATION: latitude, longitude and altitudes (station and instrument)
The difference of altitude between station and instrument should give the relative height
of the instrument w.r.t the ground.



KEYDATA:
 REFERENCE_SPECTRUM: reference spectrum (not mandatory)
 SLIT_FUNCTION: measured slit function(s)



RADIANCE: for measurements



GEODATA: solar and viewing zenith and azimuth angles



OBSERVATIONS
radiances, radiances errors if known, radiances quality flags, wavelengths and all
information about measurements



metadata: currently limited to data present in ASCII files proposed for CINDI-2 reprocessing
but could be extended to any data relevant for ground-based measurements (for example, scan
index, temperature of the detector, …)
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4.2.3 Dimensions
The two most important dimensions are:



detector_size: the size of the detector
number_of_records: the number of records

They are completed with:


The dimensions for TP profiles
 tp_level_size: the number of altitude levels
 tp_time_size: the number of profiles (depending on time)



The dimensions of the slit functions matrix
 slit_dimx: the number of relative wavelengths (grid on which the slit function is defined)
 slit_dimy: the number of measured slit functions (the wavelengths have to be provided)



datetime_size: for date and time variables, year, month, day, hours, minutes, seconds and
milliseconds are provided in separate columns



dim1_size: generic 1-length dimension (for example, the list of wavelengths at which the slit
functions are provided).



cloud_size: for cloud data



aerosol_time_size, aerosol_wavelength_size: for aerosol data

4.2.4 Variables
See tables below.
4.2.5 Name of files
The following convention based on CCI and GEOMS file naming is proposed:
ESA-FRM4DOAS-L1-BIRA.IASB-UCCLE-1670-1-20180415T041746Z-20180415T190933Z-fv001.nc

Prefix for the project: ESA-FRM4DOAS
Processing level code: in this case, L1 for Level-1 data
Affiliation: name of the institute (see table of instruments below for available names)
The name of the station: see the table of instruments below
Instrument number: see the table of instruments below
Channel number: should be a number starting from 1. The data submitter decides the attribution of the
channel number to VIS, UV or UVVIS channels
Indicative date and time coverage
fv: file version
nc: extension for netCDF files

instrument_number

station_name

affiliation_name

1669
1670
1671
1672

XIANGHE
UCCLE
HARESTUA
NY.ALESUND

BIRA.IASB
BIRA.IASB
BIRA.IASB
IUP
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1673
BREMEN
IUP
1674
ATHENS
IUP
1684
De Bilt
KNMI
1676
MAINZ
MPIC
1677
LAUDER
NIWA
1678
NEUMAYER
UHEIDELBERG
1679
HEIDELBERG
UHEIDELBERG
1681
LA.REUNION.MAIDO
BIRA.IASB
1683
THESSALONIKI
AUTH
1698
IZANA
INTA
Table 2: List of instruments currently processed.
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Group: INSTRUMENT_LOCATION
Name

Dim

Type

Unit

Fill value

long_name

Mandatory

dim1_size

float32

m

NaN

Altitude of the instrument above sea level

Y

dim1_size

float32

degree_north

NaN

Latitude of the instrument (positive north)

Y

dim1_size

float32

degree_east

NaN

Longitude of the instrument (positive east)

Y

dim1_size

float32

m

NaN

Altitude of the station above sea level

Y

standard_name
altitude
altitude
latitude
latitude
longitude
longitude
altitude_of_station
ground_level_altitude_

Group : ANCILLARY/METEOROLOGICAL_DATA/TEMPERATURE_PRESSURE (mandatory : N; default : temperature/pressure profiles)
Name
altitude_level

Dim
tp_level_size

Type
float32

Unit
km

Fill value
NaN

meteo_time
pressure

tp_time_size
tp_level_size, tp_time_size

float32
float32

day
hPa

NaN
NaN

temperature

tp_level_size, tp_time_size

float32

K

NaN

surface_pressure

tp_time_size

float32

hPa

NaN

surface_temperature

tp_time_size

float32

K

NaN

long_name
altitude levels above sea level. Not needed if surface
pressure and temperature are reported.
UT time in fractional day of year
Pressure profiles measured at different times and for
different levels of altitudes
Temperature profiles measured at different times and
for different levels of altitudes
Surface pressure measured at different times. Not
needed if pressure profiles are reported.
Surface temperature measured at different times. Not
needed if temperature profiles are reported.

Group : ANCILLARY/METEOROLOGICAL_DATA/CLOUD_INFORMATION (mandatory : N; default : cloud coverage and height)
Name

Dim

Type

Unit

Fill value

long_name

standard_name
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cloud_time
cloud_coverage
cloud_area_fraction
cloud_height
cloud_base_altitude

cloud_size
cloud_size

float32
float32

day
percent

NaN
NaN

UT time in fractional day of year
cloud coverage

cloud_size

float32

km

NaN

cloud height

Group : ANCILLARY/AEROSOL_DATA (mandatory : N)
Name

Dim

Type

Unit

aerosol_time

aerosol_time_size

float32

day

Fill
value
NaN

aerosol_wavelength

dim1_size,
aerosol_wavelength_size
aerosol_time_size,
aerosol_wavelength_size
aerosol_time_size,

float32

nm

NaN

UT time in fractional day
of year
wavelength (in air)

float32

NaN

aerosol optical depth

float32

NaN

angström exponent

aerosol_time_size,
aerosol_wavelength_size
aerosol_time_size,
aerosol_wavelength_size

float32

NaN

asymmetry factor

float32

NaN

single scattering albedo

standard_name

aerosol_optical_depth
atmosphere_optical_thickness_due_to_ambient_aerosol_particles
angstrom_exponent
angstrom_exponent_of_ambient_aerosol_in_air
asymmetry_factor
single_scattering_albedo
single_scattering_albedo_in_air_due_to_ambient_aerosol_particles

long_name

Group : ANCILLARY/SURFACE_DATA (mandatory : N; default : NaN)
Name

Dim

Type

dim1_size

float32

Unit

Fill value

long_name

NaN

Surface albedo

standard_name
surface_albedo
surface_albedo
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Group : KEYDATA/SLIT_FUNCTION (mandatory : N; default : characterized by QDOAS)
Name
slit_function_relative_wavelength
slit_function_measured_wavelength
slit_function

Dim
slit_dimx
slit_dimy
slit_dimx,slit_dimy

Type
float32
float32
float32

Unit
nm
nm

Fill value
NaN
NaN
NaN

long_name
relative wavelength grid
wavelengths at which the slit function has been measured
measured slit function(s)
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Group : KEYDATA/REFERENCE_SPECTRUM (this field is not mandatory, by default : automatically selected by QDOAS)
Name
reference_wavelength
reference_spectrum

Dim
detector_size
detector_size

Type
float32
float32

Unit
nm

Fill value
NaN
NaN

long_name
reference wavelength grid (in air)
Reference spectrum

Group : RADIANCE/OBSERVATIONS (mandatory)
Name
wavelength

Type
float32

total_acquisition_time

Dim
number_of_records,
detector_size
number_of_records,
detector_size
number_of_records,
detector_size
number_of_records,
detector_size
number_of_records
number_of_records
number_of_records,
datetime_size
number_of_records,
datetime_size
number_of_records,
datetime_size
number_of_records

float32

s

NaN

total_measurement_time

number_of_records

float32

s

NaN

radiance
radiance_error
radiance_quality_flag
exposure_time
number_of_coadded_spectra
datetime
datetime_start
datetime_end

Fill value
NaN

long_name
wavelength grid (in air)

Mandatory
Y

float32

NaN

sum of co-added spectra (count number)

Y

float32

NaN

N

int16

1

error on sum of co-added spectra
(count number)
pixel quality flags (0 for bad pixel or 1 for
correct pixel but probably to refine later)
exposure time
number of co-added spectra
measurement date and time
(UT YYYY,MM,DD,hh,mm,ss,ms)
start date and time
(UT YYYY,MM,DD,hh,mm,ss,ms)
end date and time
(UT YYYY,MM,DD,hh,mm,ss,ms)
total acquisition time (the total time the detector
is exposed to light to produce the spectrum)
total measurement time (should be the time
difference in seconds between UTC time start
and UTC time stop)

float32
int16
int16

Unit
nm

s

NaN
-1
-1

int16

0

int16

0

Y
Y
Y
Y
N
N
N
N
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measurement_type

number_of_records

int16

0

measurement type :
0-invalid
1-offaxis,
2-direct sun,
3-zenith,
7-almucantar,
11-horizon,
12-direct moon

Y

Group : RADIANCE/GEODATA
Name
viewing_elevation_angle
viewing_azimuth_angle

Dim
number_of_records
number_of_records

Type
float32
float32

Unit
degree
degree

Fill value
NaN
NaN

solar_zenith_angle
solar_azimuth_angle

number_of_records
number_of_records

float32
float32

degree
degree

NaN
NaN

moon_zenith_angle
moon_azimuth_angle

number_of_records
number_of_records

float32
float32

Degree
degree

NaN
NaN

long_name
viewing elevation angle
viewing azimuth angle 0..360, measured
towards the east, from north
solar zenith angle
solar azimuth angle 0..360, measured towards
the east, from north
moon zenith angle
moon azimuth angle 0..360, measured
towards the east, from north

Mandatory
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
N
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4.3 Level-2 netCDF master output files format
An overview of the structure of the netCDF master output files for tropospheric, total O3 column,
stratospheric NO2 profile products format is given below. More detailed information like variable names
and dimensions can be found in the FRM4DOAS software package documentation.
4.3.1 Tropospheric products
The following convention based on CCI and GEOMS file naming is used for tropospheric products file
names:
ESA-FRM4DOAS-L1.QAQC.MAXDOAS.QDOAS.QAQC.TROPO-IUP-BREMEN-1673-220180812T032110Z-20180812T193430Z-fv1.nc












Prefix for the project: ESA-FRM4DOAS
Processed steps before level-2 product retrieval: list of the successive processing steps the passed
by the level-1 spectra file before the MMF-MAPA profiling step. In the example above, the list is
L1.QAQC.MAXDOAS.QDOAS.QAQC. L1.QAQC indicates that spectra successfully passed
the corresponding QA/QC checks. MAXDOAS.QDOAS.QAQC indicates the QDOAS analysis
type and the fact that the retrieved slant column densities successfully passed the corresponding
QA/QC checks.
Level-2 product type: name of the retrieved level-2 products (MMF)
Affiliation: name of the institute (see Table 1)
The name of the station: see Table 1
Instrument number: see Table 1
Channel number: in this example, 2 (UV channel)
Indicative date and time coverage: 20180812T032110Z-20180812T193430Z
fv: file version
nc: extension for netCDF files

The following groups and subgroups are included in the MMF/MAPA netCDF files:


INSTRUMENT_LOCATION: latitude, longitude and altitudes (station and instrument) The
difference of altitude between station and instrument should give the relative height of the
instrument w.r.t the ground;



ANCILLARY: for ancillary data;
 METEOROLOGICAL_DATA: temperature and pressures profiles, correlative cloud
information (cloud coverage and height)
 SURFACE_DATA: surface albedo
 AEROSOL_DATA: ancillary aerosol data (AOD, SSA, Angström exponent, asymmetry
parameter for phase function)



CLOUD: retrieved cloud information (broken cloud flag and color index)



DIFFERENTIAL_SLANT_COLUMN: Full QDOAS analysis results; General information
like time and angle parameters, scan index, measurement type, etc are given as main attributes in
this group. QDOAS results are given in subgroups having the following name structure:
w_gas_wl1_wl2, with gas = gas name (e.g. hcho); wl1, wl2 = start and end of the wavelength
interval used for the DOAS analysis, respectively.



PROFILE: MMF and MAPA profiling results; Time and angle parameters, scan index, measured
slant column densities and their corresponding errors, retrieval wavelength(s) and altitude grid,
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surface albedo, etc are given as main attributes in PROFILE, which includes also the following
subgroups:




AEROSOL_DATA: Aerosol data used as input in MMF retrieval



MAPA: MAPA profiling results Aerosol and gas retrieval results are given in the
subgroups ‘O4’ and ‘GAS’ (with GAS = gas name, e.g. HCHO), respectively. In both
‘O4’ and ‘GAS’ subgroups, MAPA results are given for three different O4 scaling factor
values: 0.8 (‘O4_SCALING_FACTOR_0.8’), 1.0 (‘O4_SCALING_FACTOR_1.0’), and
fitted value (‘O4_SCALING_FACTOR_VAR’). For each scaling factor value, the O4
VCD value used as priori in the aerosol retrieval is reported in the subgroup
‘O4/O4_SCALING_FACTOR_XXX/ADDONS’, with XXX=’0.8’, ‘1.0’, or ‘VAR’.



MMF: MMF profiling results Aerosol and gas retrieval results are given in the subgroups
‘O4’ and ‘GAS’ (with GAS = gas name, e.g. HCHO), respectively. Corresponding air
column, pressure, and temperature in retrieval layers are reported as main attributes in the
MMF subgroup.

PRESSURE_TEMPERATURE: pressure and temperature profiles used as input in
MAPA and MMF retrievals.

4.3.2 Stratospheric NO2 profile product
The following convention based on CCI and GEOMS file naming is used for stratospheric NO2 profile
file names:
ESA-FRM4DOAS-L1.QAQC.STRATO.QDOAS.QAQC.NO2STRATO-IUP-BREMEN-1673-120180812T032105Z-20180812T193758Z-fv001.nc












Prefix for the project: ESA-FRM4DOAS
Processed steps before level-2 product retrieval: list of the successive processing steps the passed
by the level-1 spectra file before the stratospheric NO2 profiling step. In the example above, the
list is L1.QAQC.STRATO.QDOAS.QAQC. L1.QAQC indicates that spectra successfully passed
the corresponding QA/QC checks. STRATO.QDOAS.QAQC indicates the QDOAS analysis
type and the fact that the retrieved slant column densities successfully passed the corresponding
QA/QC checks.
Level-2 product type: name of the retrieved level-2 products (NO2STRATO)
Affiliation: name of the institute (see Table 1)
The name of the station: see Table 1
Instrument number: see Table 1
Channel number: in this example, 1 (visible channel)
Indicative date and time coverage: 20180812T032105Z-20180812T193758Z
fv: file version
nc: extension for netCDF files

The following groups and subgroups are included in the stratospheric NO2 netCDF files:


INSTRUMENT_LOCATION: latitude, longitude and altitudes (station and instrument) The
difference of altitude between station and instrument should give the relative height of the
instrument w.r.t the ground;



DIFFERENTIAL_SLANT_COLUMN: Full QDOAS analysis results; General information
like time and angle parameters, scan index, measurement type, etc are given as main attributes in
this group. QDOAS results are given in subgroups having the following name structure:
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w_gas_wl1_wl2, with gas = gas name (no2 or o3); wl1, wl2 = start and end of the wavelength
interval used for the DOAS analysis, respectively)


PROFILE: stratospheric NO2 profiling results
 NO2_AM: stratospheric NO2 profiling results at sunrise (vertical profiles and columns,
corresponding errors and averaging kernels, altitude grid, measured slant column
densities and corresponding errors used in the retrieval, simulated slant column densities,
etc)
 NO2_PM: stratospheric NO2 profiling results at sunset (vertical profiles and columns,
corresponding errors and averaging kernels, altitude grid, measured slant column
densities and corresponding errors used in the retrieval, simulated slant column densities,
etc)

4.3.3 Total O3 column product
The following convention based on CCI and GEOMS file naming is used for total O3 column file names:
ESA-FRM4DOAS-L1.QAQC.STRATO.QDOAS.QAQC.O3TOTAL-BIRA.IASB-HARESTUA-1671-120190114T071800Z-20190114T154024Z-fv002.nc












Prefix for the project: ESA-FRM4DOAS
Processed steps before level-2 product retrieval: list of the successive processing steps the passed
by the level-1 spectra file before the total O3 column retrieval step. In the example above, the list
is L1.QAQC.STRATO.QDOAS.QAQC. L1.QAQC indicates that spectra successfully passed the
corresponding QA/QC checks. STRATO.QDOAS.QAQC indicates the QDOAS analysis type
and the fact that the retrieved slant column densities successfully passed the corresponding
QA/QC checks.
Level-2 product type: name of the retrieved level-2 products (O3TOTAL)
Affiliation: name of the institute (see Table 1)
The name of the station: see Table 1
Instrument number: see Table 1
Channel number: in this example, 1 (visible channel)
Indicative date and time coverage: 20190114T071800Z-20190114T154024Z
fv: file version
nc: extension for netCDF files

The following groups and subgroups are included in the total O3 column netCDF files:


INSTRUMENT_LOCATION: latitude, longitude and altitudes (station and instrument) The
difference of altitude between station and instrument should give the relative height of the
instrument w.r.t the ground;



DIFFERENTIAL_SLANT_COLUMN: Full QDOAS analysis results; General information
like time and angle parameters, scan index, measurement type, etc are given as main attributes in
this group. QDOAS results are given in subgroups having the following name structure:
w_gas_wl1_wl2, with gas = gas name (no2 or o3); wl1, wl2 = start and end of the wavelength
interval used for the DOAS analysis, respectively)



RETRIEVAL: total O3 column retrieval results
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 O3_AM: total O3 column retrieval results at sunrise (vertical columns, corresponding
errors and averaging kernels, airmass factor, a priori profile used for airmass factor
calculation, etc)
 O3_PM: total O3 column retrieval results at sunset (vertical columns, corresponding
errors and averaging kernels, airmass factor, a priori profile used for airmass factor
calculation, etc)
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